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equal to the sum of the lengths of all the lines.--(Comptes Rendus de 
l'dtcademie d s Sciences, (Paris,) l'2th 31lay, 1856. This proposition is 
a development of Prof. Henry's very successful suggestion of substitu- 
ting flat metallic ribbons in place of wire in the coil. The indefinite thick- 
ness of the lines, will apparently render it useful only in cases where the 
wire of the galvanometer should be very fine. El). 
IIealing Cold Wetter by friction. 
Our readers may have had their attention attracted by the wonderfill 
accounts, in our would-be scientific papers, of a machine exhibited at the 
French Exhibition, by which water was to be heated, and steam of any 
dPower aised, by the heat generated by friction--the friction being pro- 
uced by forces otherwise unavailable. It threatened to be a second 
Caloric Engine, but the Committee to which the French Academy of 
Sciences referred it, (Morin reporter,) have shown in the session of21st 
April, that for raising steam, it is by far the most costly means yet pro. 
posed for getting power ; and that cooking by it is impossible, since, in 
the machine arranged for that purpose, the force of eight men exerted 
for 4,~ hours was barely ableto raise 5 litres (1.~ galls.,) from 42 ° to 169 °
Fahr. On another trial, eight men in eight hours raised 2½ gals. water 
from 39 ° to 156 ° Fahr. The highest of these temperatures is insufficient 
for cooking purposes. Are there not yet some other similar inventions 
for the Academy? ~ ED. 
On the Crystallization of Platinum from Fusion.* 
By J. W. MALLET, Ph. D. 
Having recently prepared some bichloride of platinum as a re-agent by 
dissolving scraps of platinum foil, wire, &c. in nitro-muriatie acid, I 
poured off the yet strongly acid solution, before the whole of the metal 
had disappeared, and washed and dried the remaining scraps. Among 
them there were five or six small beads of platinum, which had been 
melted off from the end of a wire (of about one-fortieth of an inch in di- 
ameter) bv the oxyhydrogen blow-pipe flame. I was surprised to observe 
that these globules, which were spherical, and quite smooth and brilliant 
before the acid had acted upon them, afterwards presented istinct traces 
of crystallization, resembling to the eye the little polyhedral beads of 
phosphate of lead, which are obtained by fusing that salt before the blow- 
pipe. 
Some of the minute faces were plane or nearly so, but most of them 
were slightly rounded, like those of many crystals of diamond. They 
presented for the most part, the peculiar lustre of metal, with very minute 
stri~e on the surface, but some of the faces were brilliant. 
The prevailing forln seemed to be the tetrakis-hexahedron, f which 
there was one very distinct example; and besides this, faces of the octahe- 
dron, and perhaps of the cube, with truncated angles--combinations of the 
cube with the oetahedron-- were recognisable on other beads. 
• From the Lond. Chem. Gaz., No. 317. 
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Some of the globules were apparently grotzps of minute crystals, while 
one or two seemed to be distinct individuals. 
The weight of the largest was not more than 0"11 grin. 
The crystalline faces were no doubt rendered visible by the disseclb~g 
action of the acid, in the same way that the structure of a lump of alum 
may, as is well known, be brought oat by partial solution in water, the 
chemical homogeneous mass, otlbringat different points a greater .or less 
resistance to the sn~venl~ dependent upon the positions of these points 
with reference to the crystallit~e axes, just as the actual hardness of re- 
sistance oiti:red to mechanical brasion ditl~rs at dikt~rent parts of the sur- 
face of a crystal. 
The assumption of distinct eryslaltine structure by platinum, under the 
eircumslanees mentioned, isremarkable from lhe extremely high mel~ing 
point of the lnetu}, the small qtiantity fused in each bead, and therefore 
the very short time in which each must  have passed flora the liquid to 
the solid state.--Silliman's Journal, November, 1855. 
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Parliculors of the Slearaer Barcdona. 
Hull built by J()hr, Laird. Machinery by Fawcett, Preston & Co., 
Liverpool. Intet~ded service, New York to flavre. 
lteLr, - -  
I.ength on deck, . 265 feet. 
Breadth of beam (molded),  36 " a inches. 
Depth of hold, to spar deck, 25 " 9 " 
])raft, 21 '~ 
TmJnage, . 1620. 
Contents of  bunkers in tons, 600. 
Masts, three, and barque rig. 
Fralnes, shape I .  - -5  X 4 X ½ and ~- -and  20 ins. apart. 
Keel, deplh, 9 ins;  dimcnsioas, 3 inches. 
"I~ sa~ es.-- I I  orizont al direct-acting'. 
Diameter of cylinders, 56 inches. 
Length of s'troke, . 2 feet. 6 " 
Revolutions, . 50 to 60. 
B o l zgas . - -Fonr~Tubu lar ,  
Breadth of boilers, . . 13 feet. 6 inches.  
Load on sa~?ty valve in pounds per sq. in., 20: 
Number of t'uraaces, 16. 
Length  of gn~-te bars, . • 5 " I~ " 
Number  of tubes. . 90 in each furnace. 
Internal diameter of tubes, 2.~ " 
Length  of tubes, 5 " 3~} " 
~ROPEI, LER.~ 
Diameter of screw, t6 feet. 
]:'itch, . 23 " 
N umber ,of blades, . 8. 
I~emarks.~Thiekness of plates, ~- and-~. Number of bulkheads, five. 
Diameter of rivets, ~ and -~-. Distances apart, 3 inches. Independent 
steam, fire, and bilge pump, 1. Has poop deck ; is celled, and has 
wrought iron plate stringers on each deck. C .H .H .  
